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Recently, C. Sims conjectured that 
1 G, 1 is bounded by some function of 1 A I. (*I 
Here G is a primitive group on 9, 01 E Q, and A is a non-trivial orbit of G, . 
In this paper, a start is made toward verifying this conjecture. 
THEOREM. Suppose H, K are distinct subgroups of the $nite group G, 
and the following hold: 
(b) IfH,~HandH,,$K,then(H,,K)=G. 
(c) If K, Q K and K,, g H, then (H, K,,) = G. 
Letn=max{jH:HnKI,(K:HnKI}.Thenthereisaprimepsuchthat 
for some function f. 
I H : %(H)I G f (4 
As a special case, taking H = G, , p E A, K = Ge , we get 
I 6 : O,W Gf(l A I>, (**) 
for some prime p. However, handling O,(G,) seems more difficult. Perhaps 
some variant of Sims’ Proposition 2.6 [1] is relevant. 
For each group X, let p(X) be the terminal member of the derived series 
of X, and for each prime p, let p,(X) be the subgroup of X generated by 
its p-elements. Let 0 = {p, pLz, 1 p a prime}. 
LEMMA 1. Suppose A, B <I X, Y E 0, and V(A) = 1. Then V(AB) = v(B). 
Proof. Since v(A) = 1, so also v(A/A n B) = 1. Since A/A n B N ABIB, 
we get v(AB) _C B. Hence v(AB) = V2(AB) C v(B) C V(AB), as required. 
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For each group X, let S(X) be the largest solvable normal subgroup 
of X, let Sot(X) be the join of all the minimal normal subgroups of X, 
and let Sot,(X) 2 S(X) be defined by Soc,(X)/S(X) = Soc(X/S(X)). 
As is well-known, if S(X) = 1, then Sot(X) is the direct product of non 
cyclic simple groups, 1 = C,(Soc(X)), and so j X / < 1 Aut Sot(X)/. 
For each group X, let 9’(X) = {S 1 S 4 X, S(X) C SC Sot,(X)}. If 
A,BCX,letAB=(A~ibEB),Ag=nbeBAb. 
We turn to the proof of the theorem. 
LetD=HnK,L=D,,M=D,.Thus,IH:LI <n!,IK:M/ <<n!, 
so it suffices to bound 1 L : O,(L)1 for some prime p. 
LEMMA 2. Suppose S E Y(L), S Q H, and p(S) C M. Then 
C,(Soc,(M)/S(M)) C M. 
Proqf, Let S, = p(S) * S(M). Since p(S) 4 D, we get S, Q M. Since 
S C Sot,(L), we also get S, C Sot,(M). 
Let C = C&Soc,(M)/S(M)). Thus, C normalizes p(S) S(M) and C Q K. 
Since p&(S) . S(M)) = &L(S)) = p(S) Q H, we get CC H. Hence, 
C C H n K = D, so CC DK = M, as required. 
LEMMA 3. If C,(So%(M)/S(M)) C M, then 
P(SOMO = ~(SocdW) = PC%@~ 
Proof. Let U = S(K) * Sot,(M). Thus 
Soc,(K)/S(K) = U/S(K) x V/S(K). 
Thus, [Sot,(M), V] C Sot,(M) n S(K) = S(M), so 
V C C,( Soc,(M)/S(M)) C M. 
Hence, p(Socs(K)) = p(u) p(v) = p(Socs(M)) * p( I’) _C M, so 
,4%(K)) C So&W, 
whence p(Soc,(K)) = p(SocZ(M)). Next 
Soc,(D)/S(D) = Sot,(M) S(D)/S(D) x VI/S(D). 
Since Sot,(K) = p(Soc.JM)) * S(K), we get I’, C C&5oc,(K)/S(K)) C S(K), 
so Sot,(D) = Sot,(M) S(D), whence p(Soc$(D)) = p(Soc2(M)), as required. 
LEMMA 4. One of the following holds: 
(a> @4L) n WH C s(L). 
(b) (Sot,(M) n L)jr C S(M). 
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Proof. Suppose (a) does not hold. Let A = (Soc.&) n M), . Let 
S = AS(L). Th us, S E Y(L), S 4 H and ~(5’) = p(A) C M. By Lemma 2, 
we get C,(Soc.@)/S(M)) CM. If (b) also fails, symmetry gives us that 
C,(Soc,(L)/S(L)) CL. If both (a) and (b) fail, Lemma 3 and symmetry give 
p(Soc,(H)) = p(Soc,(L)) = p(Socz(D)) = ~(SoczW)) = PC~W)), so H 
and K are solvable, against A g S(L). The proof is complete. 
LEMMA 5. One of the following holds: 
(a) ) Sot,(L) : S(L)] < (n!)“. 
(b) 1 Sot,(M) : S(M)] < (a!)“. 
Proof. Suppose Lemma 4(a) holds. Let f = 1 Sot,(L) : So%(L) n M I. 
Since j D : M I < n!, so also f < n!. Since Sot,(L) n M Q D and 
1 H : D I < n, Sot,(L) n M has at most 1z conjugates in H. Hence, 
1 Sot,(L) : (Sot,(L) n M), I < f” < (n!)“. Since (Sot,(L) n M), C S(L), (a) 
holds. We are done by symmetry. 
LEMMA 6. I H : S(H)1 is bounded b a function of n. 
Proof. By Lemma 5, together with 1 D : L I < n!, I D : M 1 < n!, we 
have a bound for I Sot,(D) : S(D)l, and hence a bound for I So%(L) : S(L)[, 
and hence a bound for 1 L : S(L)/, and hence a bound for 1 H : S(L)[. Since 
S(L) Z S(H), we are done. 
By symmetry, we have a bound for I K : S(K)]. 
We now study the solvable normal subgroups. 
For each group X and prime p, let 
LqX) = {S I s 4 x, O,(X) c s c O,,>,(X)}. 
LEMMA 7. If p is a prime, SE Y9(L), S Q H, and p,(S) C M, then 
CK~%~,,(WI~,P~)) C M. 
Proof. Let C = C,(O,,,.(M)/O,(M)). Thus, C normalizes pp(S) O,(M), 
and so C normalizes pp(pP(S) O,,(M)) = p,(S), whence CC H. Hence, 
C C H n K = D, so C C DK = M, as required. 
LEMMA 8. If p is a prime and O,,(L) c O,,(M), then 
(%A4 n Mb C O&). 
Proof. Since L, M 4 D, we get 
[o,$w, WL)l C O,dW n O,W C O,GO 
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so O,,(L) _C C,(O,~,,(M)(O,~(M)) = C, say. If CC M, we get O,(L) C M, 
so O,(L) C O,(M), against our assumption. Hence, C e M. By Lemma 7, 
we get that whenever SE 9$(L) and S 4 H, then p*(S) g M. 
Let A = (O,,,,(L) A M), , S = AO,,(L). Thus, S Q H, and &S) = 
p9(A) _C M. Hence, S $ F9(L), th a is, S is a PI-group, whence A _C O,,(L), t 
as required. 
LEMMA 9. If p is a prim and O,,(L) # 1, then / O,,,,(L) : O,,(L)1 is 
bounded by a function of n. 
Proof. First, suppose O,,(L) e O,,(M). Thus, (O,t,,(L) n M)H CO,,(L), 
by Lemma 8. Let B = O,,,,(L) n M. Thus, B CI D, so B has at most n 
conjugates in H, whence 1 O,,,,(L) : BH 1 < / O,,,,(L) : B 1%. Since 
( D : M 1 < n!, we have 1 O,,,,(L) : B I < n!, and since B, 5 O,,(L), we 
have our bound. 
Suppose O,,(L) C O,,(M). S ince O,!(L) f 1, we get O,(L) # O,,(M), so 
O,@f) $ %G). BY Y s mmetry, we get I O,,,,(M) : O,,(M)1 f (n!)“. This 
gives us a bound for / S(M)I, , and hence a bound for / D Is, whence a 
bound for 1 L IP, and the lemma follows. 
If S(L) = 1, we have a bound for 1 L I, so we are done. Suppose S(L) f 1. 
Let QT = {p 1 p a prime, O,,(S(L)) = l}. If 4 4 V, then IL Ia is bounded. 
If x = 0, we are done, so suppose n # a. Thus, rr = {p} for a unique 
prime p, and it suffices to bound ) S(L) : O,(L)I. Since a SD-subgroup of 
S(L)/O,(L) is represented faithfully on O,,,(S(L))/O,(L), and this last group 
is of bounded order, the proof of the theorem is complete. 
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